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Social welfare plans in general, and those commonly 
known as employee benefits, from a fiscal viewpoint 
are regulated by some articles of the Income Tax Law. 

Written as a complement to these dispositions, the 
recently enacted regulations and the further modifications 
introduced December 30, 1977 are accepted as the 
legal basis in this field. 

The historical antecedents, the philosophy of the 
law, previous regulations and the experience derived 
from their application are essential to construe these 
provisions and have been taken into consideration for 
this analysis, even though they are not discussed in 
detail because they exceed the objectives and scope 
of this paper. Thus, only the concrete facts and their 
effects in employee benefit plans are explained as the 
elements to Se taken into consideration for the design 
of such plans if they are to meet the fiscal requirements. 

The fundamental article of the law that refers to 
social welfare is number 26. In general it explains the 
requirements that have to be fulfilled and the deductions 
that companies can make to determine their taxable 
income. 

Section VII of Article 26 indicates that deductions 
for social welfare expenses can be made provided the 
following requirements are satisfied: 

a) Benefits must be for retirement, death, disability, 
medical and hospital services, indemnities for 
incapacity, educational scholarshipsfor the employees, 
educational scholarships for the children of the 
employees, saving funds, infantile keeperships, 
cultural activities, sports and others of similar 
nature. 

b) The benefits must be provided in a general manner 
to the employees of the company. 

C) It is necessary to establish plans that comply with 
the requirements and terms established by the 
Finance Secretariat in connection with: 

- ' The sector for which the plan applies. 

- The eligibility requirements to participate 
and receive benefits. 

- The beneficiaries of the plan. 

- The procedure to determine the amount of 
benefits. 

Section VIII of the same Article 26 indicates that 
when a social welfare expense is made in the form of 
insurance premiums, the following conditions must be 
met: 

- Premiums have to be paid to Mexican insurance 
companies. 

- The provisions of the three previous items are 
fulfilled. 

In. order of appearance in the regulations, the articles 
of their parts that apply to section VII of Article 26 are: 

The second paragraph of Article 55. It indicates 
that retirement plans can be contributory, in a percentage 
that must be the same and mandatory for a l l  the em- 

ployees, in addition, the balance accumulated in favour 
of each Yxticipant can be withdrawn only upon termi- 
nation of employment before retirement. 

The third paragraph of the same article establishes 
the need to set the possibility to  transfer reserves from 
one pension fund to another in the instance that an 
employee of one company having a pension fund moves 
to another that also has a pension fund. For this transfer 
to occur the employee must submit an application. 

Some comments are necessary. It is Article 59 of 
the regulations that pretends to establish the require- 
ments and terms to which Section VII of Article 26 
makes reference and that applies to all social welfare 
plans. Because of being considered highly specialized 
and of particular importance, special and additional 
rules are provided for pension and retirement plans 
(Article 62) and for saving funds (Article 63), it seems 
logical therefore that the last two paragraphs of Article 55 
were part of Article 62. 

In addition, Article 55 regulates one part of Article 
25 of the Law, thus the above mentioned paragraphs 
not only are in an improper place but they are not 
supported in any portion by the Law, in any event, its 
effect in the design of pension plans is negligible. 

Just as interesting is the fact that the regulations 
do not foresee an equivalent provision for the rest of 
social welfare plans. 

The first paragraph of Article 59 is clearly con- 
sequent with the law. It requires that plans: 

a) Are established in writing. 

b) Are communicated to the employees within the 
f i s t  month of the implementation. 

c) Are provided in a general manner to the employees, 
though a distinction between union and non union 
is permissible, further, different plans can be 
established for each sector. 

d) Where there is more than one union, different 
benefits can be granted to each of them. 

e) Must be granted on the same basis to the employees 
of the sector to which it applies. 

This means for existing plans, and those that are 
implemented in the future, that they must be supported 
by a plan document that clearly defines and regulates 
them in the same way that it is done at present with 
pension plans. Insurance contracts, if any, and the pro- 
visions of collective work contracts do not supersede 
the above mentioned plan document that must be written 
and formalized immediately. 

Communication of plans must be conducted at 
least in writing. 

The set of rules that appear in the third paragraph 
constitute the essence of the concept of generality. It is 
already clear that social welfare expenses are deductible 
if and only if they correspond to the definition set 
forth in Section VII of Article 26 and that the require- 
ments of the regulations are fulfded; among which the 
most important are: 



a) Plan must be provided in a general manner to the 
employees, distinction can be made between union 
and non union. 

b) The benefits or the application of the plan must be 
set up on the same basis for the employees of the 
corresponding sector. 

c) Discrimination cannot be made in function of: 
- Salary, sex or position in the company. This is, 

the plan can establish eligibility requirements 
that are susceptible to be met by all the 
employees of the sector for which the pro- 
gram is implemented. 

- Amount of benefits. This is, integrating those 
provided by the private plan with the ones 
granted by Social Security, they cannot be 
proportionally larger for higher salaries, the 
inverse case does not imply discrimination. 
If the amount of benefits integrated with 
Social Security is proportionally larger for 
higher salaries, the excess part is not tax 
deductible. 

The part of the cost that is not tax deductible 
cannot be used to compare the benefits of 
the union and non union personnel as indicated 
in the fifth paragraph of the same Article, 
which is analyzed hereinafter; however, the 
administrative authority can grant specific 
approval if there is a sound social benefit 
justification. 

d) When funding of the plan calls for employees' 
contributions, at least 75%of those eligible must 
participate. 

e) By means of specific authorization, resulting from 
a promotion made by the company before the 
Finance Secretariat, it is possible to establish plans 
that apply to a portion of the employees that are 
subject to the same degree of risk, provided that 
the benefit corresponds to the risk that is used as 
a basis to make the differenciation. In this case it 
is also permitted to make the distinction between 
union and non union personnel. 

Of special importance are the contents of the fifth 
paragraph of Article 59. It expresses that in no case the 
benefits thaf are granted to non union personnel can be 
superior t o  the ones that are provided to the union, taking 
into consideration in both cases the ones established by 
public social security institutions. 

The meaning of this provision is that the set of 
social welfare expenses paid by the company for each 
of the sectors, cannot be larger for non union personnel 
as a percentage payroll than the one that corresponds 
to the union. 

If the result of this comparison was that the per- 
centage for the non union employees is larger than for 
the union, the excess portion multiplied by the payroll 
of the non union employees is not tax deductible. 

The comparison must be made every fiscal year, 
but it is not necessary to submit the results for approval 
of the authorities, it is enough to keep them in case of 
a revision or an audit. 

The above suggests the convenience of preparing 
a sound valuation that demonstrates that the required 
condition is fulfded and that simultaneously can be 
used to support the calculations for the expense that is 
not tax deductible. By analogy with Article 25 of the 
law, the valuation must be prepared based on actuarial 
principles, spechlly when dealing with contingent 
benefits. 

The Transitory Article Number 2 clarif~es the 
situation of those plans that were implemented before 
January 1, 1978. It indicates that if the plan does not 
comply with the provisions of the regulations as regards 
the calculation of the amount of benefits, its adminis- 
tration and distribution, the corresponding cost will 
continue being tax deductible. 

The above means that those plans that do not 
fulfill the requirements of the second part of the fourth 
paragraph of Article 59 in regard with the concept of 
benefits proportionally larger for higher salaries will be 
tax deductible, but in any event must satisfy the rest 
of the conditions and particularly the ones indicated 
in items b), c) and d)  above. 

The comparison of the cost of the set of plans 
as a percentage of payrolls has to be made in all cases 
as explained before. 

Most companies incur in social welfare expenses, 
consequently, there is a clear need to comply with the 
requirements of the regulations. In addition, the second 
paragraph of Transitory Article Number 2 applied to 
the modifications that are introduced to existing plans. 

The amendments can consist of increases in the 
amount of benefits for plans presently in force or the 
addition of new programs. The increases that do not 
comply with the requirements for the calculation of 
benefits contained in the second part of the fourth 
paragraph of Article 59 will not be tax deductible in 
the portion that exceeds the permitted amount, but in 
any event they must comply with the rest of the con- 
ditions, otherwise the expense will not be tax deductible 
all together. 

For the implementation of new plans it is necessary 
to comply with all the dispositions of the regulations. 
The corresponding cost must be added to other social 
welfare expenses in order to compare the percentages 
to which the fifth paragraph of Article 59 refers to. 

When existing benefits are increased and the 
addition exceeds the requirements of the regulations, 
the company must notify the administrative authority 
within the three months following the modification that 
the plan has been amended. When new plans are imple- 
mented, it is not necessary to notify the administrative 
authority. 

Article 60 of the regulations also applies to Section 
VII of Article 26 of the law. 

This regulation requires that social welfare expenses 
are made in the Mexican Republic. As regards insurance 
premiums, the support for this requirement (notwith- 
standing the disorder in the appearance), is found in 
Section VIII of the same Article, though there exists 
no equivalent support in any other part of  the law for 
other expenses. 



It has also foreseen the possibility to obtain 
authorization for expenses that are incurred abroad. 
However, again it is necessary to seek approval of each 
case from the administrative authority. 

Article 61 is the last general provision of the regu- 
lations that applies to  Section VII of Article 26, referring 
to the beneficiaries of social welfare plans. They can be 
the employees of the company and, when applicable, 
according to the nature of the benefit, the spouse, the 
ascendants and descendants when they depend eco- 
nomically on the employee and the minors who also 
being dependents live under the same roof. 

Some comments are convenient. All the benefits 
that correspond to the definition of social welfare 
established in the law are granted directly to the employee 
or to  the persons indicated in the regulations; however, 
the beneficiaries in case of death must be the ones 
mentioned above and as a liberalization of the concept, 
it is only permitted that economic dependency is not 
necessary. 

Even though generally the designation of benefi- 
ciaries is made among the persons in the category 
indicated in the regulations, conditions exist that invite 
a different selection; therefore, in a strict appreciation 
the regulations must be observed, the pragmatic attitude 
allows the flexibility that can satisfy more liberal desig- 
nations. 

As regards life insurance, it can only cover the 
employees. Even though it is not frequent to insure 
other persons, it happens (specially due to collective 
bargaining), the procedence of deductibility can then 
be established in the concept of benefits of a similar 
nature, observing in all cases the rest of applicable dis- 
positions. 

Article 62 of the regulations establishes rules that 
specifically apply to pension or retirement plans and 
that are additional to  those contained in Article 59 and 
others that may apply. 

It is the intention of the regulations to indicate, 
as foreseen in the law, the procedure to  determine the 
amount of benefits. The first part of Section I of this 
Article sets up the basis requiring that pensions are 
provided : 

a) For life, with or without a guaranteed number of 
payments. 

b) Additional to the ones granted by Social Security. 
c) Calculated on the employee's salary, but as a 

maximum on the average of last twelve months' 
pay. 

The legal support of the second part of the same 
Section is doubtful, it does not permit to  advance the 
pension neither to give the empioyee the reserve accu- 
mulated in his behalf before retirement. 

It is permissible to provide optional forms of pay- 
ment of equivalent actuarial value, including a lump sum. 

Section I1 of Article 62 liberalizes the requirements 
established in previous dispositions. It explains that the 
pension granted by the company cannot exceed a unit 
credit of 3.5% of pensionable salary per year of service, 
clarifying that this percentage is additional to  the benefits 
provided by Social Security. 

The meaning of this regulation is of great importance 
because it facilitates the design and operation of pension 
plans. 

The amount of benefitsgenerally provided by existing 
plans is in the neighborhood of 0.8% of pensionable salary 
per year of service, this unit credit produces a pension 
that has an actuarial cash value very similar to the amount 
of the legal severance indemnity that would otherwise 
by payable to the employee if the work contract were 
terminated by action of the company at  retirement age. 

The need to grant a basic pension with a cash value 
equivalent to the legal severance indemnity is still valid 
because it is a consequence of the Labor Legislation, 
but the liberalization in fiscal terms, represented by the 
deletion of the maximum limit of 100% established in 
previous regulations, creates the basis to design plans 
at any retirement date, with any period of service and 
with benefit formulas that provide at  least the severance 
indemnity at retirement age and, if so desired, up to  
approximately four times that amount. 

In practice it is expected that pension plans will 
be designed to provide a basic benefit very similar to 
the severance indemnity, because this amount, when 
added to the Social Security benefit, will produce a 
satisfactory retirement benefit; however, if the com- 
pany wishes to grant a more general benefit, it is now 
permissible, but the rest of the provisions of the regu- 
lations must be satisfied. 

Article 63 relative to saving funds, is equivalent to  
Article 62 that applies to pension and retirement plans. 
Its provisions are additional to the requirements of 
Article 59 mainly, and others that are applicable. Based 
on Section VII of Article 26 of the law as regards the 
procedure to calculate the amount of benefits, it 
indicates that company's contributions must: 

a) As a maximum, be equivalent to four times the 
ones paid by the workers. 

b) Not exceed 10% of salaries. 

c) Apply as a maximum to  ten times the legal minimum 
wage of the corresponding geographical region. 

Employees' contributions can be withdrawn for 
periods of time of no less than one year or at termination 
of employment. Company's contributions can be with- 
drawn for periods of no less than two years. No mention 
is made regarding interest, but it must be assumed that 
it will be subjected to the same rules as exist for the 
contributions. 

The foundation of the rest of the provisions is 
questionable. In any event, it is required: 

a) That the fund is used to provide loans to the parti- 
cipating employees at an interest rate that can be 
freely established and a t  terms that cannot exceed 
36 months. 

b) That the balance of the fund not being used to  
grant loans is invested at least 30% in Government 
bonds and the balance in securities approved by 
the National Securities Commission; contributions 
have to be deposited in the Mexican Republic in 
a checking account or a trust fund, the fund is 
administered by a committee with equal represen- 
tation of the company and the participants and the 



loans cannot include any charge for commissions 
or expenses. 

Section W of Article 26 of the law that regulates 
social welfare expenses and the regulations analyzed 
above, follows in importance Article 25 of the law that 
can be considered as a regulation of the above mentioned 
disposition in the portion concerning pension and retire- 
ment plans 

Article 25 indicates that reserves for pensions or 
retirements must comply with the rules therein indicated. 
The deduction of contributions is subject to the ful- 
fillment of the provisions of Section VII of Article 26 
and the applicable regulations; this is, because they are 
social welfare expenses. In addition, it is necessary to 
comply with the prescriptions of Articl 15, as follows: 

Contributions can be deducted when they are 
destined to the creation or increase of reserves 
(that constitute funds) to grant pensions or retire- 
ment benefits to the employees. Provisions of this 
Article also apply to the seniority premium. 

Pensions or retirement benefits must be integrated 
with Social Security. 

The calculations must be based on actuarial methods. 

Results of calculations must be distributed in a 
uniform manner in several fiscal years, independently 
of the results of the company. 

Approval of the Finance Secretariat must be secured 
on the basis established by the authorities. 

The approval of the Finance Secretariat is granted 
by means of previous formal application submitted 
by the company. 

The authorization granted by the authorities con- 
tinues in force if the basis on which it was given 
are not modified, and if at each anniversary of the 
plan the information that is requested through 
dispositions of general application, is provided. 

The reserve must be invested at least 30% in bonds 
issued by the Federal Government. 

The remaining portion of the reserve, can be invested 
in securities approved by the National Securities 
Commission or by investment in the technical 
reserves of insurance companies, or 

In the acquisition, construction or loans for houses 
for the company's employees in the category of 
social interest. This last alternative must comply 
with the dispositions of general application enacted 
by the Finance Secretariat. 

The fund must be set in an irrevocable trust and the 
fiduciary institution must be authorized to operate 
in the Mexican Republic. 

The fund must be used to pay pensions or retirement 
benefits to the personnel for which the plan has 
been established. If it is used in a different manner, 
on the corresponding portion a tax of 42% must be 
paid. 

The abundant conditions. call for reeulations. in - 
part because it is foreseen by the law when it refers to 
dispositions of general application and in part because 
of the experience generated as of 1965, arising from 

the many questions and the resolutions made by the 
Finance Secretariat. 

Again, in order of appearance the articles of the 
regulations or part of them that apply to Article 25 of 
the law are: 

Number 5, that stipulates .the information that must 
be submitted to  the authorities indicating that the forms 
that for this effect are approved by the Finance Secretariat 
must be used. If these do not exist, it is necessary to 
provide at least the name, income tax registration number 
and the fiscal domicile of the company, the domicile 
where notifications can be received, the taxable income 
declared the previous two years, the Social Security 
number and any other registered number that for the 
effects of fiscal identification would have been provided 
by the authorities. 

The above refers to the authorization that in each 
case must be obtained and the information that in each 
anniversary must be submitted so that the authorization 
can continue in effect, as indicated in Section I of Article 
25 of the law. 

In disorder, reference to the same subject is made 
in Article 54 requiring that the application of authorization 
to install new plans or to modify the existing ones is 
submitted the latest during the month immediately 
following the end of the fiscal year in which the plan 
is implemented or amended. 

It is Article 53, the one that covers the first part 
of Section I of Article 25 of the law, which specifies 
that when the plan is implemented it can make a dis- 
tinction between the initial and future service liabilities. 

The calculation of the initial liability, and in fact 
of total liabilities, and the corresponding contributions 
must be based on the actuarial technique. 

When the initial liability is calculated separately, 
it is necessary to  contribute the normal cost plus the 
corresponding amount to amortize the initial liability, 
which in no case can be larger than 10% of such liability 
plus the interest on the balance. 

The minimum contribution allowed is not clarified 
in the text of the regulations, but it can be inferred that 
it is the normal cost plus the interest on the unfunded 
initial liability. This means, that within that range the 
company can select in each fiscal year the level of contri- 
butions that it considers adequate. 

The third paragraph of Article 53 clarifies that the 
reserve is increased with the employees' and company's 
contributions, with the interest, dividends, and capital . 
gains obtained thereon, and is diminished with the pay- 
ment of benefits, administration expenses and capital 
losses. 

Actuarial gains and losses must be distributed over 
subsequent plan years but based on the actuarial funding 
method being used. 

Article 55 returns to the subject of the information 
that the tax payer must submit to the Finance Secretariat 
in order that the authorization continues in force as 
foreseen in Section I of Article 25 of the law. In this 
crossed reference the only thing that is clear is that the 
information must be submitted within the three months 
immediately following each anniversary of the plan, 



with no specification whatsoever on what the infor- 
mation consists of. Because of this confusion, one must 
follow the application of Article 5 mentioned above. 
Also, because the forms that are to be approved by the 
Finance Secretariat are not published, the question 
still exists as to what information must be submitted? 
The one indicated in Article 5, of course, and in addition 
the ones that at  the discretion of the company may be 
convenient, common sense indicates that it should be at 
least the actuarial balance sheet. 

The rest of the provisions of Article 55, contained 
in the second and third paragraphs as it has been 
mentioned, do not regulate Article 25 of the law and 
in a forced manner are assimilated into Section VII of 
Article 26. 

The f i s t  three paragraphs of Article 56 regulate 
Section I1 of Article 25 of the law indicating that: 

The 30%.of the reserve that has to be invested in 
Government Bonds can be channeled to the account 
named "Investment in Government Bonds at 8%" 
or in other securities issued by the national credit 
institutions that are previously approved by the 
Finance Secretariat. The 30% refers to the total 
balance of the fund. 

The remaining of the reserve, can be invested, as 
foreseen in the law and without enlarging or 
diminishing the concept, this is, without inter- 
pretation, in securities approved by the National 
Securities Commission for the investment of the 
technical reserves of the insurance companies. 

The investment that is made in the construction, 
acquisition or loans for houses for the employees, 
must be for the benefit of those that in addition 
are participants of the plan. The price of acquisition 
of the real estate cannot exceed 20 times the annual 
legal minimum wage of the corresponding geo- 
graphical zone, the term of payment of the credit 
must be from ten to twenty years by means of equal 
monthly installments. 

For the credits it is required a mortgage or fiduciary 
guarantee as well as life and f i e  insurance, the f i s t  
must cover at least the unpaid balance. 

The interest rate cannot exceed the yield obtained 
from the compulsory investment of the 30% of the 
reserve, this is, if the account of Banco de MBxico 
is utilized, it would be 876, if another combination 
can be made, it can be more or less, as the case may 
be. 

The last paragraph of Article 56 lacks support. It 
prescribed that it is necessary to constitute a committee, 
with equal representation of the company and the 
employees, to dictate the investment policy of the fund. 

Article 50 of the law expresses what are exempt 
from income tax, among others, income due to (Section 
11) social welfare benefits, including the ones provided 
by public social security institutions (item b) and pensions, 
including those granted in case of disability, unemploy- 
ment, old age, retirement and death (item e), provided 
they do not exceed ten times the legal minimum wage 
of the corresponding geographical zone. 

Article-90 of the regulations indicates that such 
pensions do not lose their nature; this is, that continue 

enjoying the exemption of income tax if both parties, 
the company and the recipient, agree to commute it 
for one or several payments. 

Article 100 explains how to calculate the tax 
applicable to pensions or retirement benefits if the 
tax applies because the benefit exceeds ten times the 
legal minimum wage, when the pension is granted by 
means of an initial payment and subsequent monthly 
installments. The procedure is as follows: 

The life expectancy of the employee is calculated, 
the income tax that would correspond to the monthly 
pension that remains after the initial payment is made 
and if there was no initial payment (based on the tariff 
of Article 56 of the law), the taxes obtained are multi- 
plied by the number of months of life expectancy and 
the difference is the tax that corresponds to the initial 
payment. 

When the pension is covered in a lump sum, the tax 
that would have corresponded to the monthly pension 
if there would have not been a single payment is multi- 
plied by the life expectancy, the result is the tax that 
has to be paid. 

The regulations do not explain how to calculate 
the life expectancy when there is no pension fund. In 
this case there is not a defined basis approved by the 
Finance Secretariat. It seems advisable that in these 
situations technical sound basis are registered before 
the authorities, to be applied in a consistent manner. 

Up to here, these are the content of the law and its 
regulations. The law essentially says: 

Social welfare expenses, are tax deductible; Section 
VII of Article 26. 

When social welfare expenses correspond to insurance 
premiums, they must be paid to Mexican institutions; 
Section VIII of Article 26. 

In the case of pension plans, the fund must be 
constituted based on actuarial calculations and 
set up in an irrevocable trust, invested 30% in 
Government bonds and 70% in approved securities 
or in housing for the employees, the contributions 
must be independent of the results of the company; 
Article 25. 

The return on the investment of pension funds is 
tax exempt; item k), Section 11, Article 50. 

Social welfare benefits are exempt of income tax; 
item b), Section 11, Article 50, and pensions are 
exempt of income tax up to ten times the legal 
minimum wage of the corresponding geographical 
region; item e), Section 11, Article 50. 

The regulations clarify the content of the law and in - 
some cases add new provisions. Its application is complex, 
but in any event it has to be compiled with if fiscal 
benefits are to be enjoyed. 

In an schematic and simplified manner, the following 
proceeds: 

1. Pension plans that have already been approved can 
continue in force and there is no need to modify 
them in any manner to comply with the regulations, 
as foreseen in Transitory Article Number 5. 



2. Employee benefit plans (different from pension 
plans) that are in effect at  December 31, 1977 
must comply with the regulations in regard to the 
following items: 

Must be established in writing. 

Must be communicated to the employees. 3. 
Must be granted in a general manner and on 
the same basis to all the employees of the 
corresponding sector (union or non union). 

Cannot be discriminatory. 

The eligibility requirements must be susceptible 
to be met by all the employees of the applicable 
sector. 

4. 
The cost of benefits for non union personnel 
as a percentage of the corresponding payroll, 
cannot be larger than the percentage for the 
union personnel. 

If the plan is contributory, at least 75% of 
eligible employees must participate. 

It is permitted that existing plans do not comply 
with the conditions referring to the calculation 
of the amount of benefits and those related to their 
administration and distribution. The disposition in 
this regard is the Transitory Article Number 2 of 
the Decreee of December 30 that amends some of 
the articles of the regulations enacted October 4. 
The amendments that are made to existing plans, 
including pension programs, must comply with all 
the applicable requirements of the regulations. 
If the modifications consists of an increase in the 
amount of benefits, the corresponding cost is tax 
deductible only if it complies with the provisions 
of the regulations, in these cases it is necessary 
to give notification to the Finance Secretariat. 

The implementation of new plans must comply 
with the condition that the corresponding cost, 
added to the cost of other employee benefit plans, 
as a percentage of the payroll of non union personnel 
does not exceed the corresponding figure for the 
union. Further, each plan must comply with all 
the requirements of the regulations. 
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PROVISIONS OF INCOME TAX LAW 
THAT APPLY TO EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLAN 

Article 5 
The following are exempt from tax payments: 

I11 Individuals listed in the following items, provided 
that they have been authorized by the Finance 
Secretariat to enjoy a tax exemption. All corres- 
ponding income must be exclusively assigned to 
the original purposes. 

k) Income from trust funds must be applied to 
the purposes indicated under items c), d), e) 
and g) of this Section or to the granting of 
pensions or seniority premiums for the per- 
sonnel, according to the provisions of Article 
25 of the law. 

I They must be computed in accordance with actuarial 
technique and allocated uniformly among several 
fiscal years, independently of the results of the 
company, in accordance with the basis approved for 
this effect by the Finance Secretariat. In all cases 
the authorities' approval shall be required and shall 
continue in force while the original conditions are 
not modified and provided the information required 
through dispositions of general application is sub- 
mitted to the authorities at each anniversary date of 
the plan. 

I1 At least 30% of the reserve must be invested in 
Government bonds and the remainder in securities 
approved by the National Securities Commission 
for investment of the technical reserves of insurance 
companies, or in the purchase or construction of 
homes, along public housing lines for the com- 
oanv's workers. or  in loans toward the same end . - 

Article 25 which comply with the general regulations establi- 
shed by the Finance Secretariat. 

The creation or increase of reserves for personnel 
pensions, retirements and seniority premiums, corn- I11 The assets of the fund must be held in an irrevocable 
plementary to the ones established under the Social trust under a credit institution legally authorized 
Security Law, must be subject to the following provisions: to operate within the Mexican Republic. 



IV The company can not use the properties and monies 
referred to under Section I1 of this Article for an 
end different to the payment of retirement pensions 
or seniority premiums for the personnel. If the 
company uses such fund for a different purpose, 
it will pay taxes at  the rate of 42% on the corres- 
ponding amount. 

Article 2 6  
The deductions to which this Chapter refers must 

comply with the following requirements: 

VII In the case of social welfare expenses, the expense 
must be directed to the payment of retirement 
pensions, death and disability benefits, medical 
and hospital services, educational' scholarships for 
the employee or his children, saving plans, infantile 
keeperships, cultural and sporting activities or any 
other of a similar nature. 

These benefits must be granted in a general manner 
to all the employees of the company. 

In all cases it shall be necessary to establish plans 
according to  the terms and requirements determined 
through legal dispositions of general application, 
which must define: applicable sector, eligibility 
requirements, beneficiaries and procedure to 
determine the amount of benefits. 

Article 5 3  
As regards the pension reserve the established in 

Article 25 of the law, for the effects of actuarial cal- 
culations it can be distinguished between the inital 
liability when the plan is implemented or modified, 
and the future service liability. 

When the distinction is made, it is necessary to 
contribute the normal cost plus the amortization of the 
past service liability, which in no case can exceed 10% 
of the annual value of such liability plus the interest 
on the unfunded portion calculated at the rate that 
has been assumed to fund the plan. 

The reserve shall be increased with the contributions 
paid by the company and the participants, if any, with 
the interest, dividends and capital gains obtained from the 
investment of the fund and shall be diminished by benefit 
payments, administrative expenses and capital losses. 

In case of actuarial gains or losses, they shall be 
spread over subsequent plan years, according to the 
actuarial funding method being used. 

Article 54  
The application for approval required by Section I 

of Article 25 of the law must be submitted before the 
administrative authority within three months immediately 

Payment of insurance premiums or bonds must be following the end of the fiscal year in which the reserve 

made to Mexican institutions and must corres- is constituted. Any changes to the plan for which the 

pond to the concepts considered as deductible by reserve is constituted must be submitted for approval 

this law or that are mandatory by another laws. to the above mentioned administrative authority within 
the month immediately following the end of the fiscal 

Article 5 0  year in which the modification shall take place. 

The following are exempt from income tax: 
Article 5 5  

I1 Income arising from: 
Within the three months immediately following 

e) ~et i rements  and pensions in case of disability, each anniversarv of the olan it is necessarv to submit 

corresponding region. 

PROVISIONS OF INCOME T A X  REGULATIONS 
THAT APPLY TO EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS 

Article 5 
Every promotion that is made before the adminis- 

trative or technical authorities must be submitted in the 
forms that are approved by the Finance Secretariat. 
For this effect, in case there are not approved forms, 
it is necessary to indicate at least: 

I Name, income tax number and fiscal domicile of 
the tax payer. 

I1 Domicile to get notifications. 

I11 Income declared during the last two fiscal years. 

IV Social Security number and any other registered 
number that for identification purposes would 
have been provided by the authorities. 

It can be agreed that the employees contribute 
towards the cost of the plan in a percentage that is 
mandatroy and the same for all the participants, with 
the understanding that such contributions with the 
corresponding interest can be withdrawn only when 
the employee leaves the company. 

It is necessary to  agree upon the possibility of 
transferring to another company the reserve accrued in 
favor of a particiapnt; such a reserve must be computed 
actuarially and the transfer must be made from fiduciary 
to fiduciary, for thjs effect it is necessary that the parti- 
cipant submits an offical request. 

Article 56  
30% of the reserve indicated in Section I1 of Article 

25 of the law must be invested in Government bonds, 
considering in this category the revolving account of 
Banco de Mixico named "Investment in Government 
Bonds at 8%" or in other securities issued by the national 
credit institutions that for this effect are approved by the 
Finance Secretariat. The above percentage shall apply 
to the total amount of the fund, this is, considering the 
company's and employees' contributions. 



The remaining amount of the reserve can be invested 
in securities approved by the National Securities Com- 
mission that are used to invest the reserves of insurance 
companies. 

It can also be invested in the construction or acqui- 
sition of houses, apartments or in loans for the same 
effects, in favour of the employees participating in the 
plan, provided that the acquisition price does not exceed 
20 times the minimum legal annual salary of the econom- 
ical zone in which the property is located. The credit 
must be paid from 10 to 20 years by means of equal 
monthly installments, it is required to have mortgage 
guarantee of fiduciary guarantee over the corresponding 
real estate, as well as life and f i e  insurance. The interest 
that shall apply to  the credit cannot exceed the maximum 
return that can be obtained from the investment of the 
30% of the reserve to which the first paragraph of this 
Article makes reference. 

For the effects of the second and third paragraphs 
of this Article, the trust must have a technical committee 
with equal representation from the company and the 
employees and will be responsible to establish the require- 
ments that must be satisfied to invest the remaining 
portion of the reserve. 

Article 59 
For the effects of deductions in order to determine 

the basis to calculate the income tax of companies, as 
it is established in Section VII of Article 26 of the law, 
social welfare plans must be established in writing and 
communicated to the employees within the f i s t  month 
of the implementation date of the plan, which must 
be granted in a general manner and on the same basis 
in all cases to the employees, it is permitted to make a 
distinction between union and non union personnel 
and, if it is the case, to grant different benefits to each 
of the sectors. 

For the effects of the previous paragraph, when 
there is more than one union in a given company, it is 
permitted to grant different benefits and it is not 
required that they are equivalent. 

The administrative authority can approve an appli- 
cation of the company in order that the plan applies to 
a sector composed of personnel subject to the same 
degree of risk, provided that the nature of the risk is 
compatible with the nature of the benefit, independently 
that the employees of those sectors belong to the union 
or not. 

Each plan can not be discriminatory and the 
eligibility requirements must be established in such 
a manner that are susceptible to be met by all the 
employees of the sector for which the plan is imple- 
mented. If the amount of benefits provided by the 
plan, considered jointly with the ones provided by public 
social security institutions, are proportionally larger for 
higher salaries, the exceeding portion shall not be tax 
deductible and shall not be taken into consideration 
for the effect of the following paragraph, except when 
the administrative authority grants a specific approval, 
previous a formal application has been submitted and 
provided further that there are justified causes of social 
benefit. It will be understood that there is no discrimi- 
nation when benefits are proportionally larger for smaller 
salaries. 

In no case the benefits to non union employees 
can be superior to the ones granted to the union 
employees, taking into consideration in both cases those 
provided by public social security institutions. For this 
effect, it is necessary to calculate the percentage appli- 
cable to each sector by dividing the cost of the benefit 
plans that each sector has enjoyed during the fiscal 
year by the daily salaries paid during the same fiscal 
year. In case that, when comparing the percentages 
obtained from the described calculations, it is deter- 
mined that the benefits granted to the non union 
employees are superior to those granted to the union, 
the exceeding portion of the percentage is multiplied 
by the amount of salaries described above that corres- 
ponds to the non union sector, in order to determine 
the cost of the employee benefits that is not tax 
deductible. 

When the plan is contributory, at least 75% of 
eligible employees must participate. 

Article 60 
Social welfare expenses, as indicated in the previous 

Article, must be made within the Mexican Republic and 
only by means of a special application and based on 
justified causes, the administrative authoritiy can approve 
that they are made out of the country. 

Article 61 
The beneficiaries of the above mentioned social 

welfare benefits must be the employees of the company 
and, when applicable, the spouse or the ascendants 
and descendants when the economically depend on the 
employee, as well as the minors that satisfy the require- 
ments of economical dependency and live in the same 
house with the employee. The requirement of economi- 
cal dependency shall not apply in case of death benefits. 

Life insurance plans can only cover the employees. 

Article 62 
For the effects of the deductions to calculate the 

income tax for compaines to which Section VII of Article 
26 of the law refers to, pension or retirement plans must 
comply with the following requirements: 

Benefits must be provided in the form of life 
pensions, additional to the ones established by 
Social Security; it is permissible to provide 
guaranteed pensions and must be calculated as a 
maximum on last twelve month's average salary 
and it is not permitted to anticipate part of the 
pension before retirement, nor can the reserves 
be paid to the employee before attaining retire- 
ment age. However, the life pension can be granted 
in any optional form of payment established in 
the plan, provided it does not exceed the actuarial 
value of same; and 

That the amount of the pension or retirement 
benefit granted by the company means of the plan 
does not exceed 3.5% of the pensionable salary 
established in the plan, multiplied by the number 
of years of service in addition to the benefits pro- 
vided by Social Security. In the case that the per- 
centage is larger than 3.555, the exceeding portion 
shall not be tax deductible. It is possible to take 
into consideration the period of service with another 
company when the actuarial value is transferred 
from and to the corresponding funds. 



Article 63 
For the effects of deductions for income tax com- 

panies, in regard to saving funds as referred to in the 
thud paragraph of Section VII of Article 26 of the law, 
the contributions of the company must comply with 
the terms and requirements that follow: 

I They cannot exceed four times the contributions 
of the participants, nor 10% of the salary of each 
employee, taking into consideration, exclusively, 
the part that does not exceed ten times the legal 
minimum wage of the corresponding geographical 
zone. 

I1 Contributions have to be deposited in the Mexican 
Republic, in a checking account on the name of 
the fund, or they can be administered under a trust 
arrangement. The employee can withdraw com- 
pany's contributions at the end of the working 
relationship of for periods of time of no less than 
two years, employees' contributions can be with- 
drawn in periods of time of no less than one year. 

111 The fund has to be used to grant loans to the 
participating employees and the remaining must 
be invested at least 30% in bonds issued by the 
Federal Government and the balance in securities 
approved by the National Securities Commission. 

IV The loans granted to the employees cannot exceed 
a period of time of 36 months and cannot include 
any charges for commissions or expenses, exception 
made of the interest rate that has to be agreed when 
the plan is implemented and can be modified as 
agreed by the administration of the fund. 

V The administration of the fund must be in charge 
of a committee with equal representation of the 
company and the participants. 

Article 90 
For the effects of item e), Section I1 of Article 50 

of the law, pensions do not change their nature when 
the interested parties agree to substitute the periodical 
payments by one or more payments. 

Article 100 
When it is agreed that the pension is paid by means 

of an initial payment and subsequent monthly payments, 
the corresponding tax shall be calculated as follows: 

I The number of months comprised in the life 
expectancy of the employee must be determined. 

I1 The income tax corresponding to the monthly 
pension shall be calculated assuming that there 
was no initial payment, as well as the income tax 
corresponding to the monthly pension that will be 
granted after the initial payment is made. These 
taxes shall be calculated in accordance with Article 
56 of the law. 

111 The taxes calculated in accordance with the previous 
section shall be multiplied by the number of months 

obtained from the procedure indicated in Section I 
and the difference between both products shall be 
the income tax that must be paid for the initial 
payment. 

In case of a lump sum payment, the income tax 
that would have corresponded to the monthly 
pension in case there was no lump sum payment 
must be multiplied by the number of months to 
which Section I refers. 

Article 5 Transitory 
The pension plans that have been authorized by 

the fiscal authority before these regulations come into 
effect, will continue in force and it is not necessary 
to submit an application for renewal of such authori- 
zation. 

Additonal Transitories 

Note: 
The Income Tax Regulations analyzing this paper 
were published in the Official Gazette on October 
4, 1977 and came into effect on October 19 of the 
same year. Many questions and profound objections 
were manifested, the result was that the Executive 
power, by Decree, amended some articles; the 
description and considerations of the above analysis 
refer to the final version of the regulations, however, 
the two following articles have a fundamental 
importance and affect all the regulations together. 

Article 1 Transitory 

The dispositions of this Decree will come into effect 
in all the national territory on January 1, 1978. 

Article 2 Transitory 
The amount of benefits derived from plans related 

to saving funds and others in the social welfare categories, 
implemented before the date in which this Decree comes 
into effect, which characteristics do not comply with the 
requirements to which these regulations refer in connection 
with the amount, administration or distribution of same, 
will continue being tax deductible for the corresponding 
companies. 

The increase in the amount of benefits that are a 
consequence of the modifications to the benefit level of 
plans to which this Article refers and that are implemented 
after the date of enforcement of this Decree, will not be 
tax deductible in the portion that such basis exceed the 
requirements indicated in the regulations of the Income 
Tax Law. The companies that are placed in this case, 
must notify the administrative authority of such situation 
within the three months of the date of the modification. 

Given at the residence of the Federal Executive 
Power, in Mexico, Federal District the 30th. day of the 
month of December, 1977 - Jose Lbpez Portillo - 
Signature - The Secretary of Finance and Public Credit, 
David Ibarra - Signature. 


